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Momentum is the product of mass and ve-
locity of an object. Newton’s second law of 
motion states that the change in velocity of 
an object when a force is applied is directly 
related to that force and inversely related 
to the object’s mass.

According to behavioral momentum theory, 
the relation between response rate and re-
sistance to change is analogous to the rela-
tion between velocity and mass of a moving 
object, similar to Newton’s second law of 
motion.
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Nicolas Papassinos-Bletas, born in 1982, 
is a Greek artist based in Athens. He is 
interested in fine art and environmental 
photography, focusing in activities in pub-
lic spaces and private workspaces, stem-
ming from his interest in action, journalis-
tic and social documentary photography. 
Besides, other areas of his interest include 
landscape and light-painting photography; 
however, he has been also working com-
mercially in the fields of architectural, inte-
rior design and still-life photography. 

Papassinos-Bletas’ photographic approach 
encompasses getting physically involved 
with the people that become the subjects 
of his work, employing a fast, run and gun 
style of photography to document his 
subjects in their natural space. Lately he 
has been closely collaborating with fellow 
Athens based artists of various disciplines, 
producing a record of the Athenian con-
temporary art scene incorporating in his 
work all aspects of the artistic process, 
from conceptualization and creation to 
showcasing their work.



| Shredding
 Pushing your limits doing something you love
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| Competing
 Challenging yourself against others
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| Dancing
 Alida Papassinou-Bleta, Dancer, Greece
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| Posing
 Adelina Miko, Model, Ukraine
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| Creating
 Augustus Veinoglou, Sculptor, Greece
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| Exhibiting
 Xenia Vitos, Artist, Greece
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| Performing 
 Dimitri, Dancer/Performer, Greece
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| Improvising
 Alexandros Kaklamanos, Artist/Directror, Greece
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| Choreographing
 Kyriakos Hatziioannou in collaboration with ASFA Lab12









| Collaborating
 Nicolas Papassinos-Bletas for Ilke Gers, Athens, Greece - 2019
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| Celebrating
 Athens Pride, Greece, 2019
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| Protesting
 Moments of social unrest and civil disobedience
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